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Student Services & Campus Centers 
Student Learning Outcomes Assessment Report     Year: 2015-2016 
(To be filed with the VPSS & College Centers Office by June 30th of each academic year – for inclusion in the annual Student Services Assessment Report) 
 
Service Program: SSSP, Counseling – Students will Meet Core Components of SSSP 
Person(s) contributing to this Form:  Erin Lastreto, Cande Munoz       
     

1 Program/Service Student Learning Outcome  
(1) Service outcomes reflect how the service contributes 
to student learning.  (2) The outcome should describe 
the context for display of the newly learned skill or 
behavior; (3) How does this outcome support planning 
processes – list related institutional goals and objectives  

The SLO did not change for this year. 
(1)(2) Student Learning Outcome:  
As a result of the implementation of the Student Success and Support Program (3SP) requirements, 
students will meet the core components as measured by their participation in assessment, completing 
an orientation, and developing a Student Education Plan (SEP). 
(3) This student learning outcome supports Institutional Goals 1 and 2. 
Institutional Goal 1: San Luis Obispo County Community College District will enhance its programs and 
services to promote students’ successful completion of transfer requirements, degrees, certificates, and 
courses. 
Institutional Objective 1.1: Increase the percentage of transfer-directed students who are transfer-
prepared by 2% annually. 
Strategy: Create clear path for transfer completion by educating student about the Associate Degree for 
Transfer (ADTs), mapping the required courses for these degrees, and addressing availability of those 
courses.  
Institutional Objective 1.2: Increase the percentage of degree- or certificate-directed students who 
complete degrees or certificates by 2% annually 
Strategy: Implement DegreeWorks to provide online student access to information related to degree 
progress and to provide the institution with course scheduling data based on students’ electronic 
Student Education Plans (SEPs). 
Institutional Objective 1.4: Increase ESL credit course success and improvement rates by 2% annually. 
Strategy: Develop a process that ensures ESL student complete an SEP by the time they have completed 
15 units. 
Institutional Goal 2: 
San Luis Obispo County Community College District will build a sustainable base of enrollment by 
effectively responding to the needs of its local service area. 
Institutional Objective 2.2: Increase the local high school capture rate by 2% annually. 
Strategy: Implement a two-pronged approach to increasing the capture rate of high school graduates by 
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strengthening introduction of local high school students to Cuesta College through increased enrichment 
enrollment opportunities and by providing incentives to local high school graduates with the Cuesta 
College Promise. 

2 Assessment Methods and Criteria 
 (1) Who/what will be assessed?  (2) What is the 
assessment method and criteria for measuring 
outcome? (qualitative and quantitative methods);  (3) 
When/how will the assessment take place?  (4) How 
was this method of assessment determined? 

(1) We will compile student service records from 2010-2011 through 2015-2016 and compare 
completion rates of the key SSSP components (assessment, orientation, and the development of a 
Student Education Plan) from earlier years to completion rates from 2015-2016.  
(2) We will use the SSSP Services Detail Argos Report, the Registration Readiness Status Argos Report, 
and the Student Registration Detail Argos Report to measure this student learning outcome. 
(3) The student learning outcome will be measured quantitatively. 
(4) This method of assessment was determined based upon the SSSP Argos reports that we requested 
tobe developed. They measure service records and indicate completion of core SSSP services. 

3 Assessment Results 
(1) Description of results; (2) Use relevant/critical data 
points.  Provide disaggregated data – campus site, age, 
gender, etc., when available.  

(1)(2) Student Success (SS) data elements were developed and went into effect statewide in Summer 
2014. With this, 2014-2015 was the first academic year with this mandate in place. It will be used to 
establish baseline service levels for future terms. We now have another full year of SSSP data by which 
to compare our baseline service level. (Some of the service categories did not exist prior to Summer 
2014, so there is no data in those areas. For example, the distinction between orientation and follow-up 
orientation and the distinction between comprehensive and abbreviated SEP is new.)  

 
Table 1: Number of Core SSSP Services Provided by Service Type (duplicated) 
Data for core SSSP services was retrieved from the SSSP Services Detail Argos Report.  Service data was 
pulled by term from Summer 2010 through Spring 2016. This gives us an idea of the overall number of 
students served per term by service type.  

• Assessment: The number of students to complete the placement process in 2014-2015 was 
5,626. This year, that number increased to 5,763. The slight increase in the number of students 
completing the assessment placement process is in part due to buy-in from the local high 
schools and our collaboration in offering application assistance and assessment testing on-site. 
This effort increased this year to also include Templeton High School, New Tech High School, 
Atascadero High School and community and charter schools. Many seniors were directed to 
apply and assess for Cuesta College even if they were unsure if they would be coming to Cuesta. 

• Orientation: The number of students completing the initial orientation (online orientation) 
slightly decreased. In 2014-2015, 3,674 students completed the orientation. In 2015-2016, 
3,486 students completed it. This may be due to our overall decrease in FTES. 

• Follow-Up Orientation: The number of students completing a Follow-Up Orientation (in-person 
special population orientation) decreased significantly from 2014-2015 (2,469 orientations) to 
2015-2016 (1,443 orientations). This is due to the new local high school priority registration 
date for Fall 2016. This year it was several weeks later, thus pushing the date of the in-person 
orientations back several weeks. These orientations will appear in Summer 2016 MIS instead of 
Spring, which is where they were recorded in 2015. Due to this, we anticipate that the Summer 
2016 follow-up orientation number will be much higher than Summer 2015. 

• Student Education Plans and Counseling: There is a large jump in the number of counseling 
services that have been provided since 2014 (17,516 services). The number continues to be 
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large for 2015-2016 (14,416 services), though lower than the prior year. This is in part due to 
decreased student enrollment, but more importantly, it is due to the implementation of Degree 
Works electronic SEPs. As counselors are learning this new program, SEP appointments have all 
been extended from 30 to 60 minutes. This decreases the number of students that are able to 
be seen by a counselor and decreases the number of SEPs that can be created. The SEPs from 
2014-2015 decreased from 3,335 to 2,268 for 2015-2016. 

• Academic Follow-Up Services: We have worked to increase the number of follow-up academic 
progress services to students. Our overall number of academic progress services has increased 
from 5,147 in 2014-2015 to 7,684 in 2015-2016. Part of this influx is related to reconfiguring the 
DSPS reason codes to ensure that we are capturing all eligible services. We worked with the 
Director of DSPS and the DSPS Specialists to also create additional service codes that the 
specialists could record for Learning Disability Testing. Across all departments, we are now 
capturing referrals made to other departments for specialized services and instruction. We 
should continue to see this number rise as the referral process is set in place. 

 
Table 2: Number of Student Who Applied for Term Indicated and Completed SSSP Service 

• Table 2 shows the number of applicants per term in the 2015-2016 academic year and the 
number of students that completed each of the services. Data was retrieved from the 
Registration Readiness Status Argos Report. We also looked at the percentage of students that 
completed all three core services. In Fall 2014, 2,369 students completed assessment, 
orientation, and the SEP. In Fall 2015, 2,736 students completed all of these core services. In 
Spring 2015, 909 students completed these services. In Spring 2016 that number was 1,004.  

 
Table 3: Students Who Applied, Registered, and Completed SSSP Service for Term Indicated (excluding 
special part-time admit students) 

• Table 3 shows the number and percentage of students that applied, registered, and received 
core services for Fall 2014 through Spring 2016. The Table looks at data retrieved from the 
Registration Readiness Status Report and the Student Enrollment Argos Report. Table 3 is a 
better indicator of completion of core services for students as it tracks students that ultimately 
registered for Cuesta College – not just students that complete the pre-registration process. It 
also excludes special part-time admit students who typically would not be doing these services. 
One thing to note is that these totals include students who are exempt from the requirement to 
complete SSSP services. This will slightly affect the data as the percentage of students who are 
required to complete the core services is lower than the overall number of students that 
applied and registered for the term.  

• In general, the number of students that complete these services is higher in fall terms than in 
spring terms. In Fall 2014 and 2015, approximately 74% of all students in this category had 
completed the assessment placement process as of census. We see an increase in the number 
of students that completed all core service, with 47% completing them in Fall 2014 and 52% 
completing all of them in Fall 2015. The Spring numbers are roughly comparable with one 
another with 26% in Spring 2015 and 25% in Spring 2016. 
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4 Response Plan 
(1) Who discussed the assessment results?  (2) When 
did the discussion take place? (3) What improvements, 
if any, were or will be made to the outcome 
statement(s), the assessment tool or service plans? (4) 
Is this outcome tied to funding request and if so, how? 

(1) The assessment results were discussed with Counseling, Assessment Services, and ESL. 
(2) Core service totals were discussed throughout the spring semester and into Summer 2016. 
(3) Improvements will be made to the overall service plan.  

• We will continue to work with high schools to offer onsite assessment testing. In late Spring 
2016, two additional Enrollment Success Specialists were hired to assist students with the 
getting started process and to support counseling events and activities. In addition, they offer 
follow-up support to at-risk students and specialize in areas such as AB 540, Foster Youth, 
Veterans, and DSPS. We will continue to promote online orientation and incorporate the credit 
ESL orientation into the general student online orientation. 

• Several part-time adjunct counselors that will be starting in Summer 2016 as well as one full-
time tenure track counselor. As Degree Works (myCuesta Pathway) is implemented, we expect 
to see a greater number of SEPs done in electronic format and the counseling appointments will 
be readjusted from 60 back to 30 minutes. 

• SARS to Banner integration should take place at the beginning of August. This will assist with 
reporting of SSSP services and will bring all departments in line with one system (Assessment, 
Counseling, Transfer Center, EOPS, Calworks, Academic Success Coaches, and Veterans). We 
currently have a process in place to import DSPS Banner data with SSSP Banner data and will 
continue to monitor the data. 

• Two new programs are being piloted this summer and fall for at-risk students. The Early Start to 
Cuesta Program and the Zoom First Year Experience Program assist students that placed into 
basic skills courses, offering a way to accelerate their path to degree applicable and transfer-
level coursework. 

• An Early Alert System will also be piloted in Fall 2016. This will allow for more direct 
participation with faculty in connecting students with resources and interventions to help them 
succeed. 

• We hope to simplify the steps to enrollment with the Cuesta College web site redesign that will 
allow students to better retrieve information on mobile devices. Videos are being created to 
break down the pre-registration process into smaller pieces with easy-to-follow instructions. 

• We are also working to augment our library of online student success workshops by updating 
existing ones and creating additional ones with the latest research on student success 
strategies. 

 
(4) This outcome is not tied to a funding request, though it is directly tied to our SSSP allocation. The 
college receives funding based upon services provided to students. The statewide allocation is divided up 
by service in the following manner: 

Initial Orientation – 10% 
Initial Assessment – 10% 
Abbreviated SEP – 10% 
Counseling/Advising – 15% 
Comprehensive SEP – 35% 
Follow-Up Services (Probation/Dismissal) – 15% 
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Other Services – 5% 

 
Direct Measures Pre/Post Tests Embedded Question Performance Assessment Capstone Exam/Project  

Standardized Test Portfolio Primary Trait Analysis Professional Certification 
Indirect Measures Focus Group Grad/Employer Survey Mapping Transfer/Employment Data 

 



SSSP Services: Summer 2010‐Spring 2016

Table 1:
Number of Core SSSP Services Provided by Service Type (duplicated)

Term Assessment Orientation
Follow‐Up 

Orientation
Abbreviated

SEP
Comprehensive

SEP
Counseling/

Advising
Probation/

Dismissal Svc
*Academic

Follow‐Up Svc

Summer 2010 1512 28 0 0 144 126 0 0
Fall 2010 2121 2011 0 0 2182 5318 0 0
Spring 2011 2405 446 0 0 1915 3833 0 0
Total 6038 2485 0 0 4241 9277 0 0

Summer 2011 1620 144 0 0 181 310 0 0
Fall 2011 1756 1663 0 0 2361 5031 0 0
Spring 2012 2423 335 0 0 2248 2715 0 0
Total 5799 2142 0 0 4790 8056 0 0

Summer 2012 1512 161 0 0 469 551 0 0
Fall 2012 1657 1681 0 0 1946 4178 0 0
Spring 2013 2279 408 0 0 1872 2524 0 0
Total 5448 2250 0 0 4287 7253 0 0

Summer 2013 1278 173 0 0 136 406 0 0
Fall 2013 1538 1818 0 32 3157 3258 0 0
Spring 2014 2350 1603 181 1351 2405 3347 0 0
Total 5166 3594 181 1383 5698 7011 0 0

Summer 2014 1612 1155 803 1302 852 3545 234 474
Fall 2014 1283 789 632 1860 1249 7475 477 2757
Spring 2015 2731 1730 1034 2477 1234 6496 471 1916
Total 5626 3674 2469 5639 3335 17516 1182 5147

Summer 2015 1651 1080 452 1272 387 2333 227 476
Fall 2015 1415 893 570 1505 827 7602 393 3126
Spring 2016 2697 1513 421 1908 1054 5481 606 4082
Total 5763 3486 1443 4685 2268 15416 1226 7684

*Academic Follow‐Up Services also include the Probation/Dismissal Services



Registration Readiness Status Fall 2014‐Spring 2016

Table 2:
Number of Students Who Applied for Term Indicated and Completed SSSP Service
Term Applied Assessment Completion Orientation Completion SEP Completion Completed All Core Services
Fall 2014 8,187 4,302 2,800 3,203 2,369

Spring 2015 4,997 2,252 1,219 1,463 909

Fall 2015 9,458 4,588 3,185 3,464 2,736

Spring 2016 5,989 2,316 1,401 1,556 1,004

Note: These totals also include students who were exempt from SSSP as well as special part‐time admit students.

Table 3:
Students Who Applied, Registered, and Completed SSSP Service for Term Indicated (excluding special part‐time admit students)
Term Applied & Registered Assessment Completion Orientation Completion SEP Completion Completed All Core Services
Fall 2014 3,668 2,719 1,966 2,142 1,739
% of Applied/Reg Students as of 9/1/14 74.13% 53.60% 58.40% 47.41%

Spring 2015 2,071 1,241 746 880 542
% of Applied/Reg Students as of 2/2/15 59.92% 36.02% 42.49% 26.17%

Fall 2015 3,811 2,853 2,215 2,349 1,983
% of Applied/Reg Students as of 8/31/15 74.86% 58.12% 61.64% 52.03%

Spring 2016 2,354 1,296 816 902 601
% of Applied/Reg Students as of 2/1/16 55.06% 34.66% 38.32% 25.53%

Note: These totals include students who were exempt from SSSP.
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